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Subject: Waiting List of candidates shortlisted for Documents Verification for the post
of Junior Assistant Grade-l (Advt. No. DR_04 t2021) _ reg.

Reference to this office Notice of even number dated 30th September,2022.

2' The under-mentioned candidates are placed in the wait-list for the post of Junior
Assistant Grade-l (Pay Level-4):-

Sl. No. Registration No. Name of Candidate DOB Category Sub-Cat.
1 FSSAt21293489 Pranjal Kumar 03 03 1 999 UR
2. FSSAt21335032 Sukhbir Singh 28.121982 UR Ex-

Service Men

3. The revised cut-off for the above mentioned post is as follows:

4' The selection of the candidate(s) is provisional since it is based on the self-declaration of candidate(s) in the online application. Merely inclusion of the name in the list ofcandidate qualified for documents verification does not proclaim the candidate eligible for thepost and eligibility of the candidate will be finalised at later stage. ln case of any falsedeclaration by the candidate, the candidature of the canilidate will be cancelled.

5' The date and schedule of documents verification of the shorflisted candidates will beintimated through their registered Email .lD separately. During documents verification,candidates are required to bring original and one set of seir-attesteo (legible) copies of all therequisite documents No request for deferment of schedule of Documents Verification shallbe entertained. No TI/DA will be paid for appearing ror ooiument. u"riti""tion. ror detailedinstruction and list of documents to be produced fo-r documents verification, candidates aredirected to refer to para 4 of Notice-2 (DR-04/2021) dated 29.12.2A22 tarairaore on FSSATwebsite).

6' Further, the candidate found eligible on verification of all necessary documents willonly be issued "Offer of Appointment,,.
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our official website.with a request to upload the notice on

Sl. No. Category Revised Cut-off
1. ESM 317
2. UR 373


